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Visitor Rules - TIMBERPAK Leeds 

GATIM067 - DB - EN 

 

 Compliance with the following instructions is vital to ensure your safety and the safety of other 

people. 

 A copy of the Waste Management License and Working Plan is available in the site office, for 

inspection if required. 

 After entering the site following external site signage and instructions, the following will apply: 

1. For your safety, the operational yard area of all our sites is a pedestrian free area; access is only 
permitted for contractors carrying out work, and or visitors under direct supervision of Timberpak 
staff. 

2. All visitors/ Contractors are required to report to the Weighbridge Office/ Reception area where 
they will be required to sign in. Initial contact is made with the Weighbridge Office/ Reception via 
the intercom at the Main Gate. (highlighted in red rectangle in Figure 1. below).  

 

3. Visitors in vehicles after accessing the Intercom, will be directed to the safe visitor parking area, 
shown in figure 1a, next to the Reception/ Weighbridge office, where they should reverse park, 
and exit this protected area by the gate which leads directly into the protected pedestrian walkway 
around the Reception /Weighbridge porta cabin. They should make their way into the reception. 

4. Pedestrians will access a protected walkway (see Figure 2) that leads visitors to the Weighbridge 
Office/ Reception via a self-closing gate (highlighted in red circle in Figure 4 below).  

Figure 1:   Intercom and Leeds pedestrian 
protected walkway entrance Figure 1a:  Visitor Parking Bay 
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5. Once through the self-closing gate all pedestrian visitors will be directed by the signposted and 
protected pedestrian walkway (as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3/3a below) 

            

        

 

 

Figure 2: Protected Walkway Route to Reception 

       Figure 3: Signposting Pedestrians to Reception and Instruction of Prohibited Pedestrian Area 
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6. All pedestrian visitors will need to exit the protected pedestrian walkway via a self-closing gate 
(highlighted in red circle in Figure. 4) look left and right as instructed (Highlighted in Red Square 
in Figure 4:  Use the pedestrian crossing to reach the Weighbridge /Reception Office clearly 
signposted opposite. 

Figure 4:  Exiting Protected Walkway and Pedestrian Crossing 

 

       Figure 3a: Site Rules additional signage displayed along Pedestrian Walkway   
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7. Once past the front entrance Barrier, a high visibility vest is must be worn on all our sites. 

8. To access any operational area of our site, all personal protective equipment listed in point 19 
below must be worn, any one not wearing appropriate PPE  will not be granted access to the 
yard, there will be no exceptions 

9. All visitors to site must comply with site notices, instructions and traffic routing. 

10. DO NOT Smoke or Vape except in designated smoking areas. 

11. For Visitors/ Contractors requiring access to the Wood Recycling Yard during their visit, they will 
be issued with, and sign for, a RFID tag on a lanyard. Once they receive their RFID tag the office 
staff will make the Yard Traffic Controller (YTC) aware of the pedestrian access required. 

12. Timberpak personnel will escort the pedestrian visitor to the protected pedestrian walkway 
opposite the weighbridge office (see Figure. 4) and wait by the sign giving directional instruction 
to the yard (see Figure. 5 below) and await further instruction from the YTC. 

 

13. All Pedestrians visitor staff or contractor wishing to gain access to the Wood Recycling Yard, 
which is an operational area, should ensure they receive communication/signal from the YTC that 
all vehicle movement has stopped and it is safe to access the yard before entering. 

14. Whilst on site all Visitors must follow the instructions of Timberpak Staff. If you enter the exclusion 
zone of any mobile plant, the RFID tag on your person will alert you by vibrating and at the same 
time alert the machine driver that you are too close, with an audible and visual alarm. If this 
occurs, you should immediately move away from any piece of plant to a safe distance, which will 
be indicated, as the tag will cease vibrating. 

 

Figure 5:  Sign giving Directional Instruction to the Yard 

1.  
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15. Pedestrians when entering the yard, even with authorisation, should obey all signage (exampled 
in Figure. 6)  

16. Pedestrians once instructed by the YTC it is safe to access the operational area, should make 
their way directly to the clearly marked Safe Zone/Sanctuary area (see Figure 7) and await further 
instruction. 

Figure 6:  Signage prior to entering the Timberpak Leeds Operational Area/Recycling Yard 

 
 

Figure 7: Leeds Safe Zone Area 

2.  
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17. Any passengers of vehicles authorised to be on site must remain within the vehicle unless prior 
permission has been given by the appropriate person. 

18. No children or animals are allowed in the Yard/ Warehouse. 

19. Whilst on site the following protective clothing must be worn: 

 High Visibility clothing (EN471:20min Class1) 

 Hard Hat (EN397) 

 Safety Footwear (ENISO 20345 mid steel toe and mid sole) 

 Gloves as appropriate (EN388) 

 Goggles/ Visor as appropriate (EN166) 



20. Do not exceed speed limit of 10 mph. 

21. No Materials or Items should be removed from or deposited on the Site without the express 
permission of the Site Management. 

22. Fire Assembly point is located by the Main Gate and is clearly signposted 

23. The Fire Alarm is tested on Friday afternoon between 2.30-3.00pm 

24. No Mobile Phones are to be used whilst driving on site.  

25. Photographs and videos are forbidden without prior permission from Management. 

26. Any vehicles on site must display HSTIM003 Driver Site Rules. 

27. DO NOT Consume alcohol or use any illegal substance – Attendance under the influence of 
alcohol or illegal substances is not permitted (Timberpak operate a substance misuse policy – 
copy available on request). 

28. We will not tolerate any physical or verbal abuse towards our staff. 


